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Russell Glasgow: @Brian- nice points about purpose and focus of pragmatic research…I would argue that in 
addition to informing practice, pragmatic research can also help with translating and implementing guidelines and 
policies 

Bethany Kwan: The D&I track for COPRH Con will dig deeper into many of these topics! Dr. Perez Jolles will discuss 
implementation strategies in her 1pm MT session later today, followed by breakouts on implementation mapping 
and practice facilitation to guide the process of implementation. 

Bethany Kwan: Tomorrow's D&I track sessions will touch upon measuring implementation and context, and Day 3 
has a variety of sessions on planning for, assessing, and reporting adaptations 

Mustafa Ozkaynak: I think then the question is how to measure implementation readiness in a health setting. 

Russell Glasgow: @Adaptations- great sessions on this on Day Two at 12:15 (Phimphasone-Brady);2:40  and 
(Moore); and Day 3 at 2 (Holtrop and Rabin) 

Bethany Kwan: @Mustafa - yes! Drs. Tina Studts and Bryan Weiner's breakouts tomorrow will discuss measuring 
contextual factors, including readiness 

Walz, Tiara: Will these slides be made available? Such great content- very appreciative!! 

Bethany Kwan: @Tiara - yes, we will post the slides as well as the recording 

Russell Glasgow: Great points about embedded research, learning health systems, and stakeholder engagement; 
multiple level focus… the caveat is that ongoing and in depth implementation in these areas is needed….. and 
going beyond ‘lip service’ to see if these activities are being done consistently and with quality..fortunately there 
are now more guides, measures, resources (e.g. DICEmethods.org) to help with this 

Walz, Tiara: Thank you! 

Russell Glasgow: Great sources on complex interventions on both https://mrc.ukri.org/documents/pdf/complex-
interventions-guidance/ from the UK Medical Research Council and also PCORI methodology resources 

Bethany Kwan: And come back for Dr. Graham Moore's talks on process evaluation and adaptations in complex 
trials (Day 2 breakout) and his closing keynote on understanding and adapting to complexity in real world contexts 

Katy Trinkley: @Glasgow, yes! Here is an interesting article that describes a method that can be used to evaluate 
the "maturity" of LHS - https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33889737/   This may help address the "lip service" issues 

Bethany Kwan: 3 minutes remaining 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Forms and functions makes so much sense and can address the tension between fidelity 
and adaptations where fidelity Is attempted to the functions and forms allow for adaptations to context. 
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Bethany Kwan: after Dr. Mittman's talk, we will have a short break and then reconvene for a panel discussion with 
our Best of COPRH Con abstract presenters 


